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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to Utah Code 
Ann. § 78A-4-103(2)(j). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
I. Whether the trial court correctly held that it lacked personal 
jurisdiction, over Appellee Mark A.. White, and accordingly, it was 
appropriate to set aside the default judgment entered against said 
Appellee. 
Preservation of Issue: This issue was preserved in the trial court in 
Defendant/Appellee White's Memorandum of Points and Authorities [R.288-302] 
Standard of Review: The reasonable diligence requirement as required by 
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 4(d)(4)(A) is a matter of law based on the factual 
determination that the efforts to serve process pass constitutional due process rights, 
with the recognition that publication alone is generally not a viable means of service 
of process. MuUane vs Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co,, 339 U.S. 306, 315, (1950), 
II. Whether the evidence supports the conclusion that based on the 
alleged facts asserted by Appellee Mark A. White concerning the 
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incident of February 25,2001,together with the facts that show a denial 
of Appellee White's constitutionally protected right to due process, the 
interest of justice were served by vacating the judgment, especially in 
view of Rule 11 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Preservation of Issue: This issue was preserved in the trial court in 
Defendant/Appellee Whites Memorandum of Points and Authorities [R. 288-302]. 
Standard of Review: The due process standard as required by Article 1, 
Section 7 Of the Utah Constitution, and Section 1 of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution is a factual determination that the efforts to serve process must pass 
constitutional standards of due process, and the statutory provisions of Rule 11 of 
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This dispute arises out of an incident that occurred on February 25,2001 that 
involved, among others, the Appellant and the Appellee. The following highlighted 
text in the narrative are excerpts is taken from Officer Marty O. Flo ward's official 
Park City Police Incident Report 01-02990 dated 2/25/2001 [R. 284-287] attached as 
part of Appellee's Exhibits, and corroborated by Shannon Lake's Answer [R. 9-12]: 
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On 2-25-01 Officer Kingrey informed me of a fight in progress over the 
radio. Officer Kingrey stated the fight was moving onto Swede Alley. I 
responded to the area and made contact with a large group in the area of China 
Bridge. 
Victim Statement (Shanon Lake) 
Shanon Lake stated while she was in Harry O's a black male (Thabo 
Mzilikazi) with dread locks [see photos at R. 156] started to harass her. She 
said she told him to leave her alone. Ms. Lake stated Mzllikazi continued to hit 
on her, then grabbed both of her breasts and called her a bitch. Ms. Lake stated 
she told Mzllikazi to leave her alone a second time, and then hit him in the 
face. She said Mzilikazi followed her and her friends out to the parking lot. 
Ms. Lake stated Mzilikazi continued to be confrontational and was physically 
attacking her friends. Ms. Lake stated she has had prior contact with Mzilikazi 
at a nightclub in Salt Lake City and he had harassed her before. Shanon Lake 
stated to Officer Ellis she wanted t o pursue sexual abuse charges. A charge of 
sexual abuse was not added at the time of arrest, pending a second interview of 
the victim. 
Witness statements indicate Thabo Mzilikazi struck Shanon Lake in the 
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face with a closed fist and that he forced her to the ground. 
Victim Statement (Shannon Eyan) 
Shannon Eyan stated she was involved in the confrontation with 
Mzilikazi. Ms. Eyan said she attempted to calm Mzlhkazi down, so that every 
one would stop fighting. She said Mzilikazi had been causing problem with 
her friend and she saw him hit Shanon Lake in the face with his fist. She said 
he would not stop yelling, and then hit her in the face with his fist. Ms. Eyan 
stated she did not know Mzilikazi or what his problem was. 
Witness Statement (Mark White) 
In the first level of China Bridge Mark White approached me. Mr. White 
stated as he was walking to his vehicle he was informed of an altercation on 
Swede Alley and a black male (Thabo Mzilikazi) had just hit a female in the 
face. He stated he saw a black male running from the area. Mr, White stated he 
attempted to detain the individual. He said as the black individual ran past 
him, the individual hit him in the face with a closed fist. Mr. White had a small 
cut below his lip and the inside of his mouth was bloody. Mr. White stated h e 
did not want to pursue assault charges. [R. 349] 
Appellee White later expanded on his testimony: On the night in question 
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[he] was walking with his girlfriend toward his car parked in the China Bridge 
facility in Park City. A large African-American was sprinting toward them . . . , " 
IR. 344] recall people yelling and screaming and the police were present. The 
unidentified African-American was being chased by several individuals and the 
police. As he was fleeing from the police at a sprint, and I was in his way, he 
punched me in the face, splitting my lip.. I then issued a statement to the police 
and the officer said the unidentified African-American was going to jail. I never 
heard another word about this incident until June 8, 2009." [R. 344]. 
It is important to note that Shannon Lake did not identify Appellee Mark 
White as one of her friends who chased Appellant into the garage, which 
corroborates Appellee Mark White's testimony that he didn't know any of the 
Defendants [R. 262]. Appellant tries to lump all the Defendants together as a 
means of establishing guilt by association, but has no clear and convincing 
evidence in the record that Appellee Mark White did anything but get punched 
in the moutr* wnile Appellant was fleeing the crowd in the garage area. 
Returning ro Officer Howard's report: 
Arrest 
Thabo Mzilikazi was located by Officer Winterton attempting to leave 
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the scene. As I was moving towards Officer Winterton's location I saw 
Mzilikazi attempt to resist arrest. He tried to pull away from Officer 
Winterton. Mzilikazi was forced to the ground. It took myself and three other 
officers to secure Mzilikazi in hand cuffs. Mzilikazi refused to comply to 
lawful orders and would not place his hand behind his back. 
Mzilikazi was transported to the Park City Police station. At the station 
he was treated for injuries on his face. Mzilikazi was then transported to the 
IHC hospital in Heber City where he was treated and released. Mzilikazi was 
booked into the Summit County Jail. (R.. 350) 
On February 25, 2002, Thabo Mzilikazi filed the underlying action against 
Shannon Lake (listed as a victim of Mizilikazi's alleged tortious conduct), 
Timothy Croft, Derek Gregston and Appellee Mark White (also listed as a victim 
of Mizilikazi's alleged offensive conduct). In her answer to the Complaint, 
Shannon Lake stated " . . . 1 would rather the charges were dropped and wanted 
to go on with my life/' (R, 11) Her refusal to testitv on behalf of the State of Utah 
resulted in a dismissal of the criminal trial against Thabo Mzilikazi in Mav ot 
2002. 
Appellant claims to have attempted to serve Appellee White at several 
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times at an Ogden address on or about June 7, 2002, when, in fact, Appellee 
White had moved Layton. The constable who attempted to effect service one time 
had learned he had moved, but did not ascertain any further information. 
Two years later, on May 4, 2004 citing Constable Anthony R. Fernlund's 
single pro forma affidavit, and claiming to have made "several unsuccessful 
internet and postal searches," (R., 18). Appellant's attorney succeeded in 
obtaining a order from the Trial Court granting alternative service of process by 
publication for Appellee Mark A. White, who was by this time a full time law 
student at Northern Illinois University. On October 18 and 22, 2004, fully 133 
days after the order granting the summons was issued, and even though service 
was effectuated well beyond the 120 day limit, service was deemed complete by 
publication in the Salt Lake Tribune. 
After the incident on February 25, 2001, Appellee White returned to his 
home in Ogden, where he lived while serving in the Air Force at Hill Air Force 
Base, Later that same vear he moved to Layton, In late summer of 2001, Appellee 
White was discharged trom the Air Force [Add. E], and he returned to Illinois to 
attend law school at Northern Illinois University. The Park City Police kept a 
record of Appellee White's Illinois driver's license used for identification on the 
night of the incident. [R. 281]. 
Following graduation from Northern Illinois University Law School, 
Defendant White returned to Utah where he sat for the Utah State Bar Exam, and 
was admitted to practice in October 2005. Since then he has resided in Lay ton, Utah. 
On August 29, 2006, Appellant Thabo Mzilikazi enters his affidavit in the 
record, in connection with Appellant's request to enter default, giving an account 
which is vague, and widely differs from the police report, Shannon Lake's 
testimony, and Appellee Mark White's testimony. [R., 152-167] 
On September 1,2007, almost three years after effecting service by publication 
and Appellee White had been admitted to the Utah State bBar, Judgment was 
entered against Appellee Mark A. White in the amount of $64,315.59 (R., 188-190) 
for "the 3 to 5 seconds {Appellee White] saw [the Appellant] running toward 
[White] when [Appellant] punched [White] in the mouth." (R., 344) 
On June 8, 2009, Appellant served Writs of Execution and Rraecipe, which 
was the first process served on Appellee White in this action, and the first contact 
of anv sort with Appellant Mzilikazi since February 25, 2001, Appellee White 
immediately filed motions to quash both writs, and to set aside the Judgement 
granted to Appellant September 1, 2007.On October 27, 2009, Trial Court granted 
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Appellee White's motions and vacated the judgment (R., 492-495) Appellant filed 
notice of this appeal on November 26, 2009. (R., 510). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
1. Appellant failed to meet the reasonable diligence requirement that arises 
from constitutional due process rights before service by publication can be valid and 
accordingly, the attempted service by publication against Appellee Mark A. White 
was ineffective.. Consequently, Trial Court lacked personal jurisdiction over 
Appellee Mark A. White, and the default judgment against Appellee Mark A. White 
was void. 
2. The record conclusively supports the Trial Court's conclusion that Appellee 
Mark A. White would likely prevail in a trial on the merits concerning the events of 
February 25, 2001 in Park City, Utah. Therefore, the Interests of justice were served 
by vacating the judgment. Attorney Kevin Sheff brought this action, in 
contravention ot Rule 11 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, without any merit 
whatsoever, knowing that Appellee Mark A. White was a victim of Thabo 
Mzilikazi's punch to Whites face. To let the judgment stand would cause a great 
injustice to be perpetrated on Appellee Mark A. White, especially in view of the 
extremely high likelihood that while residing in Illinois, he never could have 
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received notice by publication in the Salt Lake Tribune of a pending action in Utah. 
ARGUEMENT 
L THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY HELD THAT IT LACKED PERSONAL 
JURISDICTION, OVER APPELLEE MARK A. WHITE, AND 
ACCORDINGLY, IT WAS APPROPRIATE TO SET ASIDE THE DEFAULT 
JUDGMENT ENTERED AGAINST SAID APPELLEE. 
URCP 4 provides: 
Where the identity or whereabouts of the person to be served are unknown 
and cannot be ascertained through reasonable diligence . . . the party seeking 
service of process may file a motion supported by affidavit requesting an order 
allowing service by publication or by some other means. The supporting affidavit 
shall set forth the efforts made to identify, locate or serve the party to be served, 
or the circumstances which make it impracticable to serve all the individual 
parties, [emphasis added]. 
In this case on appeal, no such affidavit is the file, detailing such efforts. There 
is only a pro forma affidavit with the stamped signature of Constable Anthony R. 
Fernlund documenting one service attempt on Appellee White on June 7,2002, with 
the simple comment: Moved. [R. 26]. In Appellant's Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiffs Motion for Alternative Service of Process, Appellant makes a vague 
reference to "several unsuccessful Internet and postal searches" [R. 18] that is not in 
the form of an affidavit, and concludes, based on Constable Fernlund's single 
attempt at service on June 7, 2002 that "Plaintiffs continued diligence in locating 
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Defendants is impractical," falling woefully short of the constitutional standards of 
due process. [R. 18]. Appellant would have us believe that he did not 'receive 
cooperation from the people now living at Defendant's address/ ' [R. 18]. Where did 
the that information come from? It certainly did not come from Constable Anthony 
Fernlund in his single visit to Appellee White's place of residence listed in the Park 
City Police Report [R. 299], else he would have surely put that important 
information in his affidavit of attempted service. Instead, the constable merely 
returned a pro forma affidavit stating he had attempted to serve Defendant on one 
occasion, May 29,2002, and reported back to counsel for the Plaintiff on June 7,2002. 
No other evidence of any attempts to serve said Appellee in the record. 
Further, the record from 2004 states "Plaintiff has even hired the 
services of a private investigator to locate the Defendants. However Plaintiffs 
investigator has been unable to locate addresses for [Defendants]/' [R. 17}. The 
memorandum goes on to state self-serving and unsubstantiated claims: "Plaintiff, 
and Plaintiffs attorney, have both attempted to locate the Defendants on their own, 
Plaintiffs's attorney has conducted internet searches as well as telephone searches, 
but has been unable to locate these three Defendants." [R. 17] In October 2009, the 
story changes to "the plaintiff hired two Private Investigators, Bob Tucker and Dave 
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Feurer " and submitted a redacted letter from Dave Fuerer, which contains no useful 
information whatsoever, as evidence that Messrs, Tucker and Fuerer conducted an 
in depth investigation. [R. 462]. No accompanying affidavits or sworn testimony of 
any kind accompanied the letter. Appellant also submitted a single page printed 
from Google indicating a search parameter of "Mark White''' Utah was searched 
with 3 possible results. No other evidence of searches conducted by Appellant was 
submitted. But even more significant, no affidavits or sworn testimony was 
submitted by trained professional investigators of tracking down individuals: 
What is telling, however, was the efforts that Appellant failed to do, which 
constitute the very basics of skip tracing: 
• At the original address, he could have contacted the property owner who 
would have told him the new address; 
• At the original address, he could have asked the neighbors immediately 
adjacent to Appellee White's former residence. They could have told him that 
Appellee White was in the Air Force at Hill Air Force Base. [R., 2811 
• Going from his neighbors, Appellant could have contacted Hill Air Force Base 
who had Appellant Mark White listed in the base directory. 
• Since it was highly likely that Appellant secured a copy of the police report 
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to obtain Appellee White's original address, if Appellant had searched the file 
closer, he would have seen Appellant White's Illinois driver's license 
information, which had Appellee White's address listed as his parent's home 
in Monmouth, Illinois, which is still occupied by his parents as of the date of 
this brief.[R. 281] 
If Appellant had conducted a search of Second District Court records, he 
would have found the divorce records of Erica and Mark White, which listed 
the address in East Lay ton where Appellant White eventually moved to. 
In October 2005, almost two years before Appellant secured a default 
judgment. Appellee White was admitted to the Utah State Bar and Appellant 
could have secured valuable and complete records of Appellee White's 
whereabouts. Appellant could have surmised from the information contained 
in the bar records that Appellee had been in DeKalb, IL when he was trying 
to serve him in 2004. But Appellant wasn't interested in serving justice, but 
rather invoking procedural advantage by a mere gesture, as weak as it was, 
two years after Appellee White was admitted to the bar. Then, as if to 
celebrate his triumph, Appellant changed Appellee's name in the caption, 
"Mark a. White, Esq." [R, 202]. 
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The possibilities of ascertaining Appellee White's whereabouts could go on 
and on, but suffice it to say that" several unsuccessful Internet and postal searches" 
were woefully inadequate, and not undertaken in a serious attempt at reasonable 
diligence. 
The effort to serve by publication in October 2004 could not have given notice 
to Appellee White, who was attending law school in DeKalb, Illinois at the time 
publication was effected on October 18 and 24, 2004. In the words of Justice Parrish 
of the Utah Supreme Court, "Service of process in this case was functionally 
equivalent to rolling up the summons, shoving it into a bottle, and throwing it into 
the ocean." Jackson Construction Company, Inc. V. Robert C. Marrs, et ah, 100 P.3d 1211, 
1218 (Utah 2004). While receipt of actual notice is not constitutionally mandated, an 
adequate attempt at actual notice is required. See Dusenbery v. United States, 534 U.S. 
161,169-70,122 S.Ct. 694,151 L.Ed.2d 597 (2002). 
Appellant failed to exercise reasonable diligence in attempting to locate 
Appellee White, service by publication failed to satisfy due process requirements, 
and the above-entitled Court lacked jurisdiction to enter the default judgment, 
Accordingly, the default judgment is void and Trial Court correctly ruled the 
judgment must be vacated in accordance with Rule 60(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil 
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Procedure. See Garcia v. Garcia, 712 P.2d 288, 290 (Utah 1986) cited in Jackson Const 
Co., 100 P.3d atl218.. Further, if jurisdiction is lacking, the judgment cannot stand 
without denying Constitutionally protected due process to the one against whom 
it runs. Therefore, the propriety of the jurisdictional determination, and hence the 
decision to vacate, becomes a question of law upon which we do not defer to the 
district court. See State Department of Social Services v. Vijil, 784 P.2d 1130,1132 (Utah 
1989)/' 
[The] reasonable diligence requirement arises from constitutional due process 
rights and the recognition that publication alone is generally not a reliable means 
of informing interested parties that their rights are at issue before the court/' 
[emphasis added] Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306 at 315, 
(1950). In this seminal substantive due process case involving service by publication, 
the U.S. Supreme Court went on to say, "Chance alone brings to the attention of 
even a local resident an advertisement in small type m the back pages of a 
newspaper, and if he ma&es his home outside the area of the newspaper's normal 
circulation, the odds that the information will ever reach him are large indeed/ ' 
. Mullane, 339 U.S. at 315. cited in Jackson Construction Company, Inc. 100 P.3d at 1215. 
"And where it is not reasonably possible or practicable to give more adequate 
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warning." [emphasis added] . Jones v. Flowers, 547 U.S. 220,237,126 S.Ct. 1708,164 
L.Ed.2d 415 (2006). 
In a 2009 case remarkably similar to this case on appeal, arising out of a 
drunken brawl among college students in Waterville, Maine in October 2002, The 
Supreme Judicial Court of Maine stated: 
The practice regarding service by publication as a means to 
achieve notice of the commencement of a suit developed at a time 
when newspapers were the only means of print mass communication, 
and when newspapers were more widely and intensely read than is 
now the case. Today, much has changed in the way of life that gave rise 
to the rules and practices regarding service by publication. See, e.g., Rio 
Props., Inc. v. Rio Int'l Interlink, 284 F.3d 1007, 1017 (9th Cir.2002) 
(affirming the U.S. district court's order allowing service of process by 
e-mail to a defendant living abroad, stating that courts "cannot be blind 
to changes and advances in technology. No longer do we live in a 
world where communications are conducted solely by mail carried by 
fast sailing clipper... ships."). Fewer people now read print newspapers, 
and those who do are likely to read them less intensely because an 
increasingly greater portion of the population obtains more of its 
information through television, the Internet and other electronic 
media. Further, the population is more mobile, making it less likely that 
a defendant's relatives, friends, or acquaintances may see a notice by 
publication in a newspaper, report it to the defendant, and thereby give 
the defendant actual knowledge of the pendency of a suit. Gaeth v. 
Deacon, 964 ME 9,16, 964 A. 2d 621, 628 (2009) 
The words as enunciated by the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine can 
be easily transposed to this case on appeal. The purpose of the rule regarding service 
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is to achieve due process by giving sufficient notice of civil actions. In this case, 
service by publication was made in the Salt Lake Tribune circulating primarily in 
Utah, Southern Idaho and Southwest Wyoming, Appellee White's only contact with 
Utah was his service in the Air Force. He had no contact with Utah when Appellant 
attempted to effect service by publication in 2004, and his residence was in DeKalb, 
Illinois. It is difficult to conclude that in those circumstances, notice in a newspaper 
published in Utah was reasonably calculated to give Appellee White actual notice 
of the lawsuit. See Mullane, 339 U.S. at 315, 70 S.Ct. 652; Because service by 
publication has become less likely to achieve actual notice of a lawsuit, it is also less 
likely to meet the requirements of due process. Grannis v. Ordean, 234 U.S. 385,394, 
34 S.Ct. 779, 58 L.Ed. 1363 (1914). 
The United States and Utah Constitutions require that, as a basic element of 
due process, any defendant against whom suit is commenced is entitled to notice 
reasonably calculated to give actual notice, and a reasonable opportunity to respond 
to the action. Becker v. Sunset City, 2009 UT App 197, 216 P.3d 367, 369 (Utah App, 
2009), Proper service of process gives the defendant adequate notice of suit as 
required by due process. See Grannis, 234 U.S. at 394, 34 S.Ct. 779.; The ultimate 
question when due process and the adequacy of notice of suit are at issue is whether 
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the notice or attempted notice was reasonably calculated to give a defendant notice 
of the pendency of the action, not whether the technical requirements of a rule 
governing service of process were met. [emphasis added] See Schroeder v. City of 
New York, 371 U.S. 208, 212-13, 83 S.Ct. 279, 9 L.Ed.2d 255 (1962) (stating that, as a 
general rule, notice by publication is insufficient for a party whose name and 
address are f'very easily ascertainable"). 
While reasonable diligence does not require a plaintiff to exhaust all 
possibilities to serve a defendant, it does, however, require more than the dismal 
performance of Appellant. "When notice is a person's due, process which is a mere 
gesture is not due process. The means employed must be such as one desirous of 
actually informing the absentee might reasonably adopt to accomplish it/' Mullane, 
339 U.S. at 315, cited in Jackson Construction Co, at 100 P.3rd at!217 (utah 2004). 
To meet the reasonable diligence requirement, a plaintiff must 
take advantage of readily available sources of relevant information. A 
plaintiff who focuses on only one or two sources, while turning a blind 
eye to the existence of other available sources, falls short of this 
standard. In a case sucn as this, involving out-of-state defendants, a 
plaintiff might attempt to locate the defendants by checking telephone 
directories and public records, contacting former neighbors, or 
engaging in other actions suggested by the circumstances of the case. 
Advances in technology, such as the Internet, have made even 
nationwide searches for known individuals relatively quick and 
inexpensive, [emphasis added] Jackson Const. Co, 100 P.3d at 1217. 
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The actions by Appellant were less than satisfactory, and the default judgment 
predicated on those less than acceptable standards of reasonable diligence justified 
vacating the judgment. 
II. THE EVIDENCE CONCLUSIVELY SUPPORTS THE TRIAL COURT'S 
CONCLUSION THAT BASED ON THE FACTS ASSERTED IN THE RECORD 
CONCERNING THE INCIDENT OF FEBRUARY 25, 2001, THE INTEREST OF 
JUSTICE WERE SERVED BY VACATING THE JUDGMENT. 
Rule 11 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure states in part: 
(b) Representations to court. By presenting a pleading, written 
motion, or other paper to the court (whether by signing, filing, 
submitting, or advocating), an attorney or unrepresented party is 
certifying that to the best of the person's knowledge, information, 
and belief, formed after an inquiry reasonable under the 
circumstances, 
(b)(1) it is not being presented for any improper purpose, such as 
to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the 
cost of litigation; 
(b)(2) the claims, defenses, and other legal contentions are 
warranted by existing law or by a nonfrivolous argument for the 
extension, modification, or reversal of existing law or the 
establishment of new law; 
(b)(3) the allegations and other factual contentions have 
evidentiary support or, if specifically so identified, are likely to 
have evidentiary support after a reasonable opportunity for further 
investigation or discovery; and 
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(b)(4) the denials of factual contentions are warranted on the 
evidence or, if specifically so identified, are reasonably based on a 
lack of information or belief. 
(c) Sanctions. If, after notice and a reasonable opportunity to 
respond, the court determines that subdivision (b) has been violated, 
the court may, subject to the conditions stated below, impose an 
appropriate sanction upon the attorneys, law firms, or parties that 
have violated subdivision (b) or are responsible for the violation. 
In the case on this appeal, ample evidence in the record indicates that 
Appellee White was a victim, rather than a perpetrator of Appellant's injuries. 
Appellant most certainly had access to the Park City Police Incident Report, else 
he would not have known Appellee White's address in Ogden. If Appellant had 
Appellee White's address, then Appellant would have had the witness and 
victim statements as well. The conforming sworn statements of the events of 
February 25, 2001 are those of Appellant White and Defendant Shannon Lake. 
We also have the Park City Police Incident Report, all of which agree that 
Appellant Thabo Mzilikazi was the instigator of the offensive conduct, and at 
least Appellee White and Defendant Lake were victims. Yet appellant would 
have the Court believe that he is the victim, warranting a judgment of almost 
$65,000 against Appellee Mark White, when the record shows that nothing could 
be further from the truth. 
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In a 2010 case that was handed down last February, Fay v. Rodgers, 2010 UT 
App 20, 20081012-CA (UTCA), this Court of Appeals upheld a Third District 
Court's ruling that the Plaintiff/Appellant had violated Rule 11(b)(3), reasoning 
that "[Fay] clearly had no factual support for his claims against Rodgers." The 
district court further observed that it was "not dealing with a simple case of 
factual errors or misstatements, which are clarified upon reflection or through the 
discovery process." Instead, this was a "case where [Fay] had absolutely no legal 
or factual basis for involving Rodgers in this action and asserting claims against 
him." It was determined that Fay violated rule 11(b)(3) by filing a claim without a 
factual basis; see also Archuleta v. Galetka, 197 P.3d 650 (Utah 2008). 
Further, in Bonneville Billing v. Rick Whatley, 949 P.2d 768, 774 (Utah 1997) it 
states: 
As frequently stated by the courts, a plaintiff who seeks to avail himself of 
the statutory mode, for a constructive service of summons must exercise good 
faith in his representations to the court or judge. A presentation of a willfully 
false affidavit, for the purpose of obtaining an order for service of the summons 
by publication is itself an act of fraud. 
The Trial Court relied on the representations of Appellant, and absent due 
process and the chance for Appellee White to appear, The Court necessarily took 
Appellant at his word. The false and misleading statements re a violation of Rule 
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11 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Incredibly, Appellant still attempts to mislead this Court by proffering 
unsubstantiated and unsworn facts in the Statement of Relevant Facts section of 
Appellant's brief, at paragraph 10, page 10 wherein Appellant states: 'The 
Plaintiff, both private investigators, and Constable Fernlund were unable to 
locate Defendant White because he had fled to Illinois after participating in the 
attack on the Plaintiff." Turning to the record [R,. 16-33], nowhere is there a 
statement, either sworn or unsworn, either by Appellant Thabo Mzilikazi or his 
counsel Kevin Sheff, that Appellee White "had fled to Illinois after participating 
in the attack on the Plaintiff." Rather than even reasonably contested facts, 
Appellant's incongruous and disingenuous assertion is the result of a fertile mind 
involved in not-so-convincing creative writing. The statement is even more 
incredulous when taken into consideration with the fact that Appellee White 
didn't leave the state until approximately 14 months after the incident of 
February 5, 2001, hardly a flight from justice as Appellant would have tins Court 
believe. 
Appellee White never touched the Appellant, but rather the Appellant 
punched Appellee White in the mouth, splitting his lip open as Appellant ran by 
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him. [R, 281, 286] Appellee White had no way of knowing the mischief that 
Appellant was up to after the incident on February 25, 2001. Appellee White was 
a victim of Appellant's assault, and even though hurt, declined to press charges. 
As far as he was concerned the incident was over. The Appellant was arrested 
and booked into Summit County Jail The first time he knew anything about this 
action was on June 8, 2009, and was subsequently stunned that Appellant and his 
counsel could fabricate a Complaint such as this. It is appalling, not only at the 
complete fabrication of the underlying Complaint in this matter, in violation of 
Rule 11, but it is equally concerning that the violation of the Rules of Professional 
Responsibility and the Standards of Professionalism and Civility of the Utah 
State Bar are evident, ethical rules for which counsel for Appellant is responsible. 
Regardless of any alleged violations Appellant may have committed, it is 
clear that the Trial Court correctly concluded the interests of justice were served 
by vacating the default judgment against Appellee Mark A. White, 
CONCLUSION 
Appellee White was deprived of his constitutionally protected rights of 
due process. Appellant failed to exercise reasonable diligence in his attempt to 
serve Appellee White. Consequently, Appellee White had no way of ever 
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ascertaining there was an action against him. Appellee White still has yet to be in 
this matter, now almost ten years after the incident of February 25, 2001. [R. 532-
536]. By the Appellant's failure to exercise reasonable diligence in attempting to 
serve Appellee White, the Court was deprived of jurisdiction, and therefore, the 
judgment was void. Finally, the patently false allegations of Appellant's 
Complaint, especially in view of the evidence in the record in this matter, call into 
question the motives of the Appellant, and the questionable ethical standards of 
Appellant's counsel. For these reasons, Appellant's default judgment against 
Defendant White was correctly vacated by Judge Sandra Pueler of the Third 
District Court. Accordingly, Appellee Mark A. White respectfully requests that 
this Court affirm the Trial Court's decision in this matter, award said Appellee all 
costs ans fees incurred in this appeal, and award such other and further relief 
when advised of the premises. 
DATED this 20th day of May, 2010. 
Michael S, Eldredge, Esq, 
Attorney for Appellee Mark A. White 
Certificate of Service 
I hereby certify that on the 20th day of May, 2010,1 caused two (2) true and 
correct of the foregoing Brief of Appellee White to be mailed postage prepaid 
thereon, by First Class Mail in the United States Mail to the following addressee: 
Kevin M. Sheff, Esq. 
SHEFF LAW OFFICES, LC 
P.O. Box 2333 
Salt Lake City, UT 84110 
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Addendum A 
Rule 11, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 
(c) Sanctions. If, after notice and a reasonable opportunity to respond, the court 
determines that subdivision (b) has been violated, the court may, subject to the 
conditions stated below, impose an appropriate sanction upon the attorneys, law 
firms, or parties that have violated subdivision (b) or are responsible for the 
violation. 
(c)(1) How initiated. 
(c)(1)(A) By motion. A motion for sanctions under this rule shall be made 
separately from other motions or requests and shall describe the specific conduct 
alleged to violate subdivision (b). It shall be served as provided in Rule 5, but shall 
not be filed with or presented to the court unless, within 21 days after service of the 
motion (or such other period as the court may prescribe), the challenged paper, 
claim, defense, contention, allegation, or denial is not withdrawn or appropriately 
corrected. If warranted, the court may award to the party prevailing on the motion 
the reasonable expenses and attorney fees incurred in presenting or opposing the 
motion. In appropriate circumstances, a law firm may be held jointly responsible for 
violations committed by its partners, members, and employees. 
(c)(1)(B) On court's initiative. On its own initiative, the court may enter an order 
describing the specific conduct that appears to violate subdivision (b) and directing 
an attorney, law firm, or party to show cause why it has not violated subdivision (b) 
with respect thereto. 
(c)(2) Nature of sanction; limitations. A sanction imposed for violation of this rule 
shall be limited to what is sufficient to deter repetition of such conduct or 
comparable conduct by others similarly situated. Subject to the limitations in 
subparagraphs (A) and (B), the sanction may consist of, or include, directives of a 
nonmonetary nature, an order to pay a penalty into court, or, if imposed on motion 
and warranted for effective deterrence, an order directing payment to the movant 
of some or all of the reasonable attorney fees and other expenses incurred as a direct 
result of the violation. 
(c)(2)(A) Monetary sanctions may not be awarded against a represented party for 
a violation of subdivision (b)(2). 
(c)(2)(B) Monetary sanctions may not be awarded on the court's initiative unless 
the court issues its order to show cause before a voluntary dismissal or settlement 
of the claims made by or against the party which is, or whose attorneys are, to be 
Rule 11. Signing of pleadings, motions, affidavits, and other papers; 
representations to court; sanctions. 
(a) Signature. 
(a)(1) Every pleading, written motion, and other paper shall be signed by at least 
one attorney of record, or, if the party is not represented, by the party. 
(a)(2) A person may sign a paper using any form of signature recognized by law 
as binding. Unless required by statute, a paper need not be accompanied by affidavit 
or have a notarized, verified or acknowledged signature. If a rule requires an 
affidavit or a notarized, verified or acknowledged signature, the person may submit 
a declaration pursuant to Utah Code Section 78B-5-705. If a statute requires an 
affidavit or a notarized, verified or acknowledged signature and the party 
electronically files the paper, the signature shall be notarized pursuant to Utah Code 
Section 46-1-16. 
(a)(3) An unsigned paper shall be stricken unless omission of the signature is 
corrected promptly after being called to the attention of the attorney or party. 
(b) Representations to court. By presenting a pleading, written motion, or other 
paper to the court (whether by signing, filing, submitting, or advocating), an 
attorney or unrepresented party is certifying that to the best of the person's 
knowledge, information, and belief, formed after an inquiry reasonable under the 
circumstances, 
(b)(1) it is not being presented for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to 
cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost of litigation; 
(b)(2) the claims, defenses, and other legal contentions are warranted by existing 
law or by a nonfrivolous argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of 
existing law or the establishment of new law; 
(b)(3) the allegations and other factual contentions have evidentiary support or, 
if specifically so identified, are likely to have evidentiary support after a reasonable 
opportunity for further investigation or discovery; and 
(b)(4) the denials of factual contentions are warranted on the evidence or, if 
specifically so identified, are reasonably based on a lack of information or belief. 
sanctioned. 
(c)(3) Order. When imposing sanctions, the court shall describe the conduct 
determined to constitute a violation of this rule and explain the basis for the sanction 
imposed. 
(d) Inapplicability to discovery. Subdivisions (a) through (c) of this rule do not 
apply to disclosures and discovery requests, responses, objections, and motions that 
are subject to the provisions of Rules 26 through 37. 
Addendum B 
Defendant Shannon Lake's Sworn Answer 
O^W^ 
June 15th, 2002
 F I L E D WSTRICT COURT 
Third Judicial District 
JUN 2 4 2002 
SALT^LAK^COUNTY^ 
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To Whom It May Concern, 
In response to the Summons I received on June 12th, 2002, the following details 
what happened the night of Feb 25th, 2001, to the best of my recollection. 
My friends and I were at Harry O's, a club in Park City, Utah. We had been there 
for about an hour or an hour and a half when a black male with dread locks approached 
me. He asked me my name and I told him. He asked me a few other questions like he 
was interested in me; a lot of what he said was unclear due to a very strong accent. I told 
him that I wasn't interested and tried to walk away. He grabbed my arm to stop me and 
stood in front of me and started asking me more questions. I asked him to leave me alone 
and tried again to walk away. He grabbed my arm again and started putting his hands all 
over me, rubbing my back and butt. I felt very uncomfortable and asked him to get away 
from me and to leave me alone and he told me I didn't have to be such a "bitch" and 
wouldn't let go of me. I hit him in the face (slapped with an open hand) and hurried to 
walk away to where my friends were. They all told me just to stay by them and away 
from him, and that is what I did. About 20 minutes after that he approached me again 
and I walked away, he kept trying to talk to me so I went to the bar tenders, explained the 
circumstances and asked them to ask him to leave. A few minutes later they had security 
escort him out of the club. 
Some of my friends and I were leaving the club at approximately 2:00 am (other 
friends were already waiting outside). When I walked down the stairs I saw the same 
male (Thabo Mzilikazi, whose name I did not know at the time) standing close to my 
friends. It looked like they were having a conversation. As I approached them I heard 
Thabo telling some of my male friends that he would fight all of them right then and 
there. I asked him to leave and he told me he wanted to fight all of them. I saw a couple 
Park City Police Officers standing nearby and went to talk to them, I told them the 
situation from inside the club and told them that he was looking for a fight, i asked that 
they escort him away or get him away from my friends so that we could leave. The 
Police approached Thabo and began talking with him. 
At this point we started walking to our cars. We had parked in two different 
places and our group of friends split apart at one point in the road. Two others and 
myself were walking straight up the street and the rest split off to the left to a parking 
garage. As we were getting further away from each other I noticed that Thabo was 
walking about 15 feet behind my friends that were walking to the parking garage. Thabo 
began walking faster and seemed upset. Because of the words exchanged in front of the 
club I was worried that he was going to try to start a fight in the garage. The 3 of us 
(Timothy Croft, his girlfriend and myself) turned around and followed him into the 
parking garage. When we got there he was already arguing and pushing one of my 
friends (Derek Gregston). They starting fighting, I don't know who hit who first, but 
then Timothy Croft tried to stop the fight. Thabo turned and hit Tim. At this point I tried 
to stop them all from fighting and tried to stand in the middle to pull them apart. A few 
other people in the parking garage that I do not know pulled Tim and Derek to the side 
and Thabo punched me in the face. I fell to the ground and Thabo was sitting on top of 
me. 1 am not clear on what exactly was happening at this point, but I do remember Tim 
and Derek pulling Thabo off of me. 
I believe that the Park City Police were there by this time and tried to gather 
everyone around for questioning. Thabo tried to run, but they caught him and put him in 
handcuffs. One of the officers asked what happened and asked that as many of us give 
witness statements as possible. I filled one out as well as some of my friends. I have 
attached a copy of my statement with this response. 
A short time after this incident the Park City Police and Prosecuting Attorney 
contacted me several different times regarding the statement I gave. They said they had 
charged Thabo on a few different charges. They said that he was being held in jail, not 
only on the charges that he received on Feb 25th, 2001, but also on charges from prior 
events. They asked me to give another statement of what happened that night and I did. 
There was an investigator that came to my work that asked for my statement on this 
matter. This was approximately 4 to 6 months after the incident took place. Sometime 
after all of this, I was contacted again by the Prosecuting Attorney and told him that I was 
not interested in going through with the charges. I felt that we had all gone through 
enough and didn't feel that this would benefit anyone. I told him I would rather the 
charges were dropped and wanted to go on with my life. The prosecuting attorney told 
me that everyone else that had pressed charges against Thabo that night thought it was 
best to drop the charges as well. I have not heard from anyone concerning the charges or 
the incident until now. 
I would like to request that this case be dismissed in the court system. As far as I 
knew the charges had all been dropped against Thabo and this matter had been 
completely dealt with. I feel that the charges that are being brought up against me are 
unjust. My actions were clearly in self-defense. I felt uncomfortable and threatened by 
Thabo in the Club and was hit by him in the parking garage 
Case #^@(- 0 7* £?<} & 
NAME: 
PARK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
445 Marsac Avenue, F.O. Box I486 
Park City, Ufctfi 84060 
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This statement was made before me 
signature thereon, this day of 
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/DATE 
_, a nd did subscribe his/her,, nW 
Addendum C 
Appellee Mark A. White's Supplemental Affidavit 
Michael S. Eldredge, Esq. (#0967) 
ELDREDGE & WHITE, PLLC 
Attorney for Defendant Mark A. White 
5129 South 1500 West 
Riverdale, UT 84405 
Telephone: (801) 675-8988 
c y y ^ 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
* # * * * * * 
THABO MZILIKAZI, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TIMOTHY B. CROFT, DEREK B. 




MARK A. WHITE 
Civil No. 020901653 
Judge Sandra Peuler 
* * * * X- X- * 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF WEBER 
: ss. 
MARK A, WHITE, first duly sworn on his oath, deposes and states: 
1. That he is a Defendant m the above-captioned matter; 
2. That the matters testified to herein are based on his own personal 
knowledge, except those matters based upon belief, and as to those matters, he believes 
them to be true; 
3. The Affiant has never received any service of process whatsoever in the 
above captioned case, or any other similarly fashioned case naming the same parties as 
above, all in violation of his U.S. and Utah constitutionally protected rights. 
4. The Affiant was visited by the Salt Lake Sheriffs department on June 8, 2009 at 
4:01pm at his office in Riverdale, Utah and was served a Writ of Execution in the following case: 
Thabo Mzilikazi vs. Timothy N. Croft, Derek B. Gregston, and Mark A. White. The constable 
asked if he could inventory the Affiants possessions at the office and at the Affiant's home. The 
Affiant denied the request. The amount of judgment was for $64,315.59. 
5. This was the first time the Affiant had ever heard any of these names and the 
Affiant was very confused as to what was going on. The Affiant then called the number for 
Plaintiffs attorney Kevin M. Sheff (Bar #8300) and was sent to a generic answering system. The 
Affiant then found a different number for Mr. Sheff on-line and called that number. Attorney 
Thomas Schaffer answered the call and the Affiant asked him if he knew Mr. Sheff At this point 
the Affiant put Mr. Schaffer on speaker phone with the Constable in the room as well as his law 
partner and two other witnesses. Mr. Schaffer replied that Mr. Sheff worked for his law firm for 
a while but was let go approximately two years ago. Mr. Schaffer asked why and when the 
Affiant mentioned Thabo Mzilikazi's name he uttered "oh no" and then when the Affiant 
explained that he was an attorney and that he had been served a writ of execution again Mr. 
Schaffer uttered "oh no". He then said to the Affiant and in front of the Affiant's witnesses that 
Mr. Sheff was let go from the firm because "everything he [Mr. Sheff] did was questionable". 
The Affiant pressed for more information and Mr. Schaffer said he could not elaborate but he did 
again warn the Affiant of Mr. Sheff s questionable style of practice and he wished the Affiant 
iuck. 
6. The Affiant then drove with his law partner the following day to the Third Judicial 
District and pulled the Mzilikazi civil file. The Affiant there learned that he was being sued by a 
man who punched him in the face eight years earlier in Park City, on or about February 25, 2001. 
Affiant then drove to Park City and made a copy of the police report and the Affiant's victims 
statement, attached hereunder as exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference. 
7. According to the Police Report in Exhibit "A," Mr. Mzilikazi was harassing a 
young lady at a night club and was part of an altercation with people that the Affiant had never 
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met Last week was the first the Affiant learned any of these details 
8 On the night in question the Affiant was walking with his girlfriend toward his car 
parked in the China Bridge facility in Park City A large African-American was sprinting toward 
them In words of the Affiant, "I recall people yelling and screaming and the police were present 
The unidentified African-American was being chased by several individuals and the police As 
he was fleeing from the police at a sprint, and I was in his way, he punched me in the face, 
splitting my lip (see Exhibit "A ") I then issued a statement to the police and the officer said the 
unidentified African-American was going to jail I never heard another word about this incident 
until June 8, 2009 when a constable entered my law practice and wanted to take inventory " 
9 Again the Affiant had never had contact with Mr Mzilikazi or any of the other 
individuals named in the case but for the 3 to 5 seconds he saw him running toward the Affiant 
when he punched the Affiant in the mouth, running from the police 
10 The pohc e had the Affiant's information concerning his whereabouts and the 
Affiant was in Utah for approximately 14 months after the incident until he left for Law School 
in the summer of 2002 The Affiant received no notice whatsoever concerning either the 
criminal case against Mr Mzilikazi or the spurious and erroneous civil case that was brought 
against the Affiant by Mr Mzilikazi through his counsel Mr Sheff The Affiant was in Chicago 
from the summer of 2002 until graduation from law school in 2005 The Affiant has been 
practicing law in Utah for the past four years 
11 Mr Mzilikazi and his counsel made little or no effort whatsoever to find the 
affiant He resided at the same address in Layton from the time of the incident until his departure 
for Illinois m 2002 Had Mr Sheff inquired from any of his neighbors, he would have learned that 
The Affiant was in the Air Force, and upon his honorable discharge, was returning to Chicago to 
attend law school Further the police report cleariv shows the Affiant had an Illinois driver'^ 
license ana nis address could have been easily traced through the Illinois Department of Motor 
Vehicle* Further, with an Illinois drnei * license, it would have been most appropnate to 
publish notice in one of several Chicago newspapers, all of which reasonable efforts Mr Sheff 
failed to do Instead, Mr Sheff chose to publish in Salt Lake papers, years after his motion to 
serve by publication was granted 
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12. The Affiant has been absolutely flabbergasted by this entire incident. How Mr. 
Sheff and Mr. Mzilikazi determined the Affiant was anything other than a victim of Mr. 
Mzilikazi's abuse is far beyond him or any of his other colleagues (many of whom have practiced 
law for decades). How Mr. Mzilikazi escaped serious jail time after harassing a woman in a bar 
and then following her to her car, and then beating her with his fists is also quite perplexing. 
Further, the Affiant sayeth naught. 
DATED this 2g"d day of June, 2009. 
v 
Mark A. White 
The Affiant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me on thi i s ^ 
0 & day of June, 2009. 
A d M k r f M h a f l M f e A ^ M k r i t , ^ 
m Notary ftjWc Safe of Utah Comm. No. 574742 
MpComm. Expires JU n , 20121 
»' • • • • w 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
Residing at: ^^-CJ-^'*^ —~^> ^ ^ ' 
My Commission Expires: -7 - // ~ -^ ^^ -^ 
Certificate of Mailing 
I hereby certify that i caused to be mailed, postage prepaid, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MARK A. WHITE to Kevin M. Sheff, Esq. 
Attorney for Plaintiff, at P.O. Box 2333, Salt Lake City, UT 84110 this 22nd dav of Tune, 
2009, 
Addendum D 
Park City Police Incident Report Form 01-02990 
dated 2/25/2001 
Park City Police Department 
• Administrative 
• Investigation • Accident 0 Arrests Made • Suspects 
01-02990 J2/25/2001 
OFFICER: HOW01 MARTY O. HOWARD 
Incident Report Form 
1 Log Number 
01-02990 
1a incident Number 1b File Number 1c Case Number 2 UCR 
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MARTY O. HOWARD 
Incident Report Form 
INITIAL REPORT 
FIGHT IN PROGRESS 
how01 02/26/2001 how01 02/26/2001 N 
On 2-25-01 Officer Kingrey informed me of a fight in progress over the radio. Officer Kingrey stated 
the fight was moving onto Swede Alley. I responded to the area and made contact with a large group in 
the area of China Bridge. 
Victim Statement (Shanon Lake) 
Shanon Lake stated whiie she was in Harry'Os a black male (Thabo Mzilikazi) with dread locks started 
to harass her. She said she told him to leave her alone. Ms. Lake stated Mzilikazi continued to hit on 
her, then grabbed both of her breasts and called her a bitch. Ms. Lake stated she told Mzilikazi to leave 
her alone a second time, and then hit him in the face. She said Mzilikazi followed her and her friends out 
to the parking lot. Ms. Lake stated Mzilikazi continued to be confrontational and was physically 
attacking her friends. Ms Lake stated she has had prior contact with Mzilikazi at a nightclub in Salt Lake 
City and he had harassed her before. Shanon Lake stated to Officer Ellis she wanted to pursue sexual 
abuse charges. A charge of sexual abuse was not added at the time of arrest, pending a second 
interview of the victim. 
Witness statements indicate Thabo Mzilikazi struck Shanon Lake in the face with a closed fist and that he) 
forced her to the ground. 
Victim Statement (Shannon Eyan) 
Shannon Eyan stated she was involved in the confrontation with Mzilikazi. Ms. Eyan said she attempted 
to calm Mzilikaza down, so that every one would stop fighting. She said Mzilikazi had been causing 
problem with her friend and she saw him hit Shanon Lake in the face with his fist. She said he would not 
stop yelling, and then hit her in the face with his fist. Ms. Eyan stated she did not know Mzilikazi or wha 
his problem was. 
Witness Statement (Mark White) 
In the first level of China Bridge Mark White approached me. Mr. White stated as he was walking to 
his vehicle he was informed of an altercation on Swede Alley and a black male (Thabo Mzilikazi) had 
just hit a female in the face. He stated he saw a black male running from the area. Mr, White stated he 
attempted to detain the individual. He said as the black individual ran past him, the individual hit him in 
(he face with a closed fist. Mr. White had a small cut below his lip and the inside of his mouth was 
bloody. Mr. White stated he did not want to pursue assault charges. 
Witness Statement (Tim Croft) 
Tim Croft witnessed the altercation. Croft stated he was getting into his vehicle when he saw a 
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altercation start with a black male (Thabo Mzilikaza) and his friend Shanon Lake. Croft stated he saw 
Mzilikaza grab and push Shanon Lake, then hit her in the face with a closed fist. Croft stated his 
girlfriend, Shannon Eyan stepped between and attempted to brake up the fight. Croft stated he saw 
Mzilikaza grab and push his girlfriend. 
Witness Statement (Tammy Glade) 
Tammy Glade Stated she saw a black man with dread locks (Mzilikaza) start a fight with with a girl 
(Shanon Lake). She stated she saw Mzilikaza punch Shanon Lake. 
Arrest 
Thabo Mzilikaza was located by Officer Winterton attempting to leave the scene. 
As I was moving towards Officer Winterton's location I saw Mzilikaza attempt to resist arrest. He tried 
:o pu! away from Officer Winterton. Mzilikaza was forced to the ground. It took myself and three other 
officers to secure Mzilikaza in hand cuffs. Mzilikaza refused to comply to lawful orders and would not 
=>lace his hand behind his back. 
Vfzilikaza was transported to the Park City Police station. At the station he was treated for injuries on 
lis face. Mzilikaza was then transported to the IHC hospital in Heber City where he was treated and 
eleased. Mzilikaza was booked into the Summit County Jail on charges. 
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Department of Defense Form DD-214 of Mark A. White 
CAUTION NOT TO BE USED FOR 
IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES 
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT RECORD 
SAFEGUARD IT 
ANY ALTERATIONS IN SHADED 
AREAS RENDER FORM VOID 
CERTIFICATE OF RELEASE OR DISCHARGE FROM ACTIVE DUTY 
U NAME (Ut$l First. M4m} 
WHITE MARK At AN 
DEPARTMENT. COMPONENT AND BRANCH 
AIR FORCE - REG AF 
*• SQ&Al $ECUfcFTY MO 
[ 341 | 76 I 4(X& 
4,a» GRADE, RATE OR RANK 
SRA 
4,t>. PAY GRADE 
E4 
5. DATE OF BIRTH (YYMMDD) 
730804 
6. RESERVE OBUG. TERM. DATE 
Year 2005 Month MAIJDay 10 
7 a PLACE OF ENTRY INTO ACTIVE DUTY 
CHICAGO IL 
7 b HOME OF RECORD AT TIME OF ENTRY (City and state, or complete 
address if known) 
MONMOUTH IL 
8 a LAST DUTY ASSIGNMENT AND MAJOR COMMAND 
75 MED OP (AFMC) 
8 b STATION WHERE SEPARATED 
HILL AIR FORCE BASE UTAH 
9. COMMAND TO WHICH TRANSFERRED 
USAFR 
10. SGLI COVERAGE 
Amount: $ 250,000 
None 
11 PRIMARY SPECIALTY (List number, title and years and months in 
specialty. List additional specialty numbers ana titles involving 
periods of one or more years ) 
4C05 1, MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE 
JOURNEYMAN, 3 YEARS AND 10 MONTHS 
12. RECORD OF SERVICE Year(s) 
a Date Entered AD This Period 1997 
b Separation Date This Period 2001 
c Net Active Service This Period 04 
d Total Prior Active Service oo 
e Total Prior Inactive Service oo 
f Foreign Service M~. % Sea Service oo 


















13. DECORATIONS, MEDALS, BADGES. CITATIONS AND CAMPAIGN RIBBONS AWARDED OR AUTHORIZED (All periods of service) 
AIR FORCE GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL; AIR FORCE LONGEVITY SERVICE AWARD RIBBON; 
AIR FORCE TRAINING RIBBON. 
14. MILITARY EDUCATION (Course title, number of weeks, and month and year completed) 
BASIC MIL ITARY T R A I N I N G , 6 WEEKS, OCT 1 9 9 7 . 
15 * MEMBER CONTRIBUTED TO POST-VIETNAM ERA 
VETERANS' EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
Yes No 
X 
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE OR 
EQUIVALENT X 
No 16. DAYS ACCRUED LEAVE PAID 
--,05 
U MEMBER WAS PROVIDED COMPLETE DENTAL EXAMINATION AND ALL APPROPRIATE DENTAL SERVICES AND TREATMENT WITHIN 50 DAYS PRIOR TO SEPARATION J! Yes |8> REMARKS _ ^ _ 
MEMBER HAS COMPLETED FIRS? FULL TERM OF SERVICE. SUBJECT TO &BOALL TG 
ACTIVE DUTY AND/OR ANNUAL SCREENfNG. 
„ „ , „ - ^ ._ „„-«.«. -NOTHING FOLLOWS - * - - - - ~ «• 
D$u herein art subject to computer matching within Dot? or with other agencies for verification purposes and determining 
eligibility or compliance for Federalbm&ftts 
mfcNEAREST RELATIVE (Namemd address -includeZip Code) 
RICHARD WHITE 
720N10TH 
m a . MAILING ADDRESS AFTER SEPARATION(fttchde Zip Code) 
716 EASTSIBE DR 
LAYTONUT.MMO 
^ title Md 30, MEMfrgft »£QttEST$ IQpr 6 BE SEKT TpJtJ3?~.tWfc PP V6T AWMte 
21< SIGNATURE OF MEMBER BEING SEPARATED 
MEMBER NOT AVAILABLE TO SIGN 
1Y<*1 *<* 22, OFFICIAL 
stgttawmj 
DOREE& N^^OffifEETA, €£-06 
CHIEF. SEPARATIONS/RETIREMENTS 
DD Form 214-AUTOMATED, NOV 88 Previous editions are obsolete. MEMBER-1 
